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For questions 25134, reao tne text betow. Use the word given in capital s al the end of some 01 the
lines to form a word that fits in the gap in the aarna tine. There is an example at the beginning (O).

Part 3

Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet.

IFloat your troubles away

Nowadays, anyone who is trying to ease pain or reduce their level
anxlety i ... .' .01 (O) ~.. can try a treatment which IS known as tlotation

1

therapy. Experts Ihave claímed that this can (25) a signiflcant

number of medical conditions. The paiient is asked to lie (26) in

a largetank,. which is filled with warm, salty water. When the

patient is in the water, it is so (27) that he or she becomes

(28) relaxed.

As well as being of(29) ." value in dealing with Ihe patíerrt's mental

state,flotation is saíd to lead to a reduction in hlgh blood (30) .

and to ease lon,t:l-term physical pain. Even people whose level of

(31) IS sai~ to be good are certain to find tnat it is worth taking

the time lo f,oar' Studies have shown that the therapy can be of

considerable (3') In giving up smoking, losing weiqht and

finding effective 33) to difficult problems. AII of this is achieved

by the simple r ethod of freeing the patient's brain from the many

(34) asee ts ot everyday life, In future years, this may become

a standard meth d of dealing with stress-related problems.
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